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Contact agent

Introducing a charming 4-bedroom family home with an additional study, nestled in the picturesque suburb of Largs. This

spacious residence offers a unique opportunity to create your dream living space in a tranquil and well-established

neighbourhood.Situated on a generous 929sqm corner block, this home boasts a perfect blend of comfort, convenience,

and potential. As you approach the property, the lush front garden and a classic brick facade welcome you, offering a

glimpse of the possibilities that lie within.Step inside, and you'll immediately notice the vast living space that this home

offers. The four well-proportioned bedrooms provide ample accommodation for a growing family or visiting guests. The

additional study provides the perfect space for remote work, a home library, or even a playroom for the kids. With

numerous versatile rooms, there's no shortage of options to customize the home to your specific needs.The master

bedroom features an ensuite for added privacy and convenience, while a separate bathroom serves the remaining

bedrooms and guests. These well-maintained facilities provide a comfortable and functional layout, ensuring everyone's

needs are met.One of the standout features of this property is the spacious corner block it sits on. There are two spacious

outdoor entertaining spaces, with a screened in alfresco providing a perfect option for year round entertaining. The

possibilities are limitless for creating an outdoor oasis that perfectly complements your lifestyle. A drive through garage

and side gated access also ensures there is room for all the toys.Largs is a sought-after location known for its peaceful

ambiance, excellent schools, and proximity to essential amenities. You'll have easy access to local shops, parks, and

recreational facilities, making it an ideal setting for family living.This property offers an exciting opportunity to create

your dream family home. With its spacious layout, corner block, and potential to make it your own, it's a property with

endless possibilities. Don't miss the chance to make this house your own and enjoy the benefits of living in a serene and

well-connected community.This property is proudly marketed by Mick Haggarty and Andrew Lange. Contact 0408 021

921 or 0403 142 320 for further information or to book your onsite inspection.Disclaimer: All information contained

herein is gathered from sources we deem to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee its accuracy and interested

persons should rely on their own enquiries.First National Real Estate Maitland - We Put You First.*Agent Declares

Interest


